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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes, a method using knowl
edge engineering for image processing and dis
cusses it's effectiveness. 

To establish the logic and procedure for 
image processing, a specific software module 
must be selected from 350 software modules, 
named SPIDER 1n Japan, according to vague 
requirments and the original image. Highly 
specialized and experimental knowledge 1S 
required to select it. 

By using the knowledge engineering method, 
the authors verified the selection and 
execu ti on of these software modules. As a 
result, satisfactory processing has been made 
available to even nonexperts for use in image 
processing. In image processing execution, 
conventional language FORTRAN is used to 
obtain high speed image processing and AI 
language Prolog is used to infer a suitable 
software module. By applying AI language, a 
greater number of image processings, covering 
a wider range, are expected. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

Engineering, Image 
Knowledge Representa-

Image processing technology applicati on 
depends on image conditions (called the 
attribute in this paper) and the image proces
si ng specialist's know-how. It has not gained 
access to other fields easily. 

From this standpoint, knowledge engineer
ing has been applied to image processing 1n 
which specialist's know-how can be used. So, 
the authors called the established system "The 
image processing expert system." 

Prior to the application of such knowledge 
engineering, the image processing engineer's 
knowledge was defined and, as a result, the 
image processing expert system, developed in 
the segmentation field, has been verified, 
making a reasonable part of it comprehensible 
to nonprofessional persons 1n image proces
sing. 

This paper describes "the aforementioned 
defined knowledge" and image processing knowl
edge representation, while putting forward a 
proposal for knowledge representation . 

2. IMAGE PROCESSING KNOWLEDGE 

Before presenting an analysis of image 
processing knowledge, the developmental back
ground for the image processing expert system 
is described below. 

2.1 Developmental Background 

As far as 
dimensional image 
basic approaches 
established. 

pre-processing 1n two-
processes 
have been 

is concerned, 
substantially 

In Japan, The Electrotechnical Laborat or y 
of the Agency of Industrial Science and 
Technology under The Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (MIT!) has devel oped and 
edited SPIDER (Subroutine Package for Ima ge 
Data Enhancement and Recognition). SPIDER 
contains approximately 350 subroutine packages 
for each process field (orthogonal transform, 
enhancement & smoothing etc.), which 1S 
programmed by FORTRAN. The image process ing 
engineers select suitable subroutines from the 
package group. 
To select a suitable subroutine, the engineer 
should have special knowledge 1n regard t o 
image processing. 

Therefore, the authors Have begun to study 
and develop an image processing expert system, 
in which these subroutine packages can be 
used, based on the image processing 
specialist's know-how. 
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2.2 Anal ysis of Knowledge Used In Image 
Processi ng 

The knowledge base to image processing 
must be analyzed before the image processing 
expert system can be established . 

The three most important issues are men
t ioned be low : -- us ing a typica 1 examp le of 
image processing, namely, a segmentation 
process -- : 

(1) Specialist's processing procedures 
(2) Specialist's knowledge classification 
(3) Knowledge representation 

2 . 2.1 Specialist's processing procedures 

(1) Process example 

The image 
studied prior 
procedures. 

segmentation process must be 
to discussing the processing 

The segmentation process can be widely used 
for material inspection etc. 
The segmentation process procedure is shown in 
Fig. 1. The figure shows that the process 
contents considerably var y with different 
image attributes (brightness, noise, 
overlapping with the background, etc.). In 
other words, the processing procedures depend 
on the image condition. 

( 2 ) Approach procedure 

The specialist's approach is expected to 
f o llow the procedures in Fig. 2, in considera
t ion of (1). The specialist at this stage can 
be described as f o llows : 

F i g . 1 
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i ) He 
the 

ii ) He 
ing 

i ii) He 
the 

iv) He 

Observe image 
property 

U 
Judge difficulty 

level 

tJ 
Make rough proce ss 
flow corresponding 
to image propert y 

fully understands the attribut e s of 
objective image. 

infers the conditions of the result-
image after processing. 

understands the effects reaction of 
target process . 

is familiar with the algorithm. 

Fi g . 2 Speci alist' s Approach and 
Classifica tion of Knowled ge 

{ 
•
'. Relation between Backgr ound and Object l 

Noise : Magnitude, shape, Position, ' ·' t*! 
Object: Size, Shape ' " I 

1 
Object overlap degree ? 
Object shape simi l ar ? 
Segmentation degree fo r 

and object ? 
ba ckgr ound 

be ef fective f or t his ima ge *2 
New al gorithm is necessary 

and difficulty level 1

': Processes A,B,C and D will probably 

Unprocessable with present al gorit hm J 

V 
Determine detailed 

process based on 
trial and error 

.I 
"J 

I Perform I 
1 

How is attribute changed by us ing ) 
which process ? I 

1*,,2
3 

Is it ne cessary t o per fo rm th is I 
process before that ? J 

What does t h is parameter fo r t hi s 
software module mean? 

*l. This i s Ima ge attribut e knowle dge 

*2. Th is i s I ma ge process ing knol'led ge 

lE- --(AS expected ? *3. This is I ma ge pro cessing a lgorit hm 

~ 

Perform next I process 

1 
--( As expected? 

Obj \!c t Similar 
i n Sh" r ~ 

knowl edge 

Unprocl!ssabl e 
with 

Presen t 
Al go r i t hm 
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(3) Classification of specialist's knowledge 

The knowledge used at each stage according 
to the approach in (2), is classified into the 
following three categories: 

( a) Knowledge about image attributes 
( b) Knowledge about image processing proce-

dures 
(c) Knowledge about image processing algo-

rithm 

The rele vant knowledge 1S shown 1n Fig. 2 
marked with *. 

2 . 2.2 Knowledge ab out image attributes 

The specialist, to whom the image 
processed is given, should understand: 

i) Overall image 
i i ) Target condition 

ii i ) Relationship with the background 
iv) Noise, Strain, Diffusion 

Examples of 
attribute a r e as 

such knowl edge 
follow. 

about 

(General) knowledge about backg r ound) 

to be 

image 

o Backgr ou nd is in an area o the r than 
the targe t area. 

o Background is often a larger area 
with the same featur es . 
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o Background 1S often composed of two or 
more textures. 

Image attributes and evaluation items are 
given in table 1 

(2) Knowledge about image processing 
procedures 

Knowledge about image processing proce
dures is broadly divided into the following 
two categories: knowledge about the basic 
process flow shown in Fig. 2; and knowled ge 
-- so called specialist's know-how -- which 
regulates the processing in detail according 
to the correlation with the image attribute, 
or, simply put, 

Knowledge about basic process ing procedure s 
Knowled ge about procedures which are 
defined as specialist's know- how. 

Examples are given in Table s 2 and 3. 

Tab le 2 Example of knowledge 
processing procedures 

( Binarization) 

about basi c 

o To an image over gray l evel 3, Set 
one or more threshold values. 

o Define sections outside of the two 
threshold values or the se c tion 
between the theshold values as one 
(1), and define the o thers as ze r o 
(0). 

o Obtain an image comprising 0 and 
only. 

Table 1 Ima ~e Attribut e Evalua t inn 

Attribute Evaluation Item 

Image Ove rall Average Contrast Sharpness Numb e r of 
image gray (gray da t a bit s 

level levd 
variance) 

Obj ec- Ave rage Area Shape Number Posi tiun Ove rlap 
tive ~ra y de gre e 
area leve l 

Back- Ave r age Area Number Pos ition 
ground gray 

level 

Distur- ~o ise Average Area Shape Numbe r Pos ition Fre quen cy 
bance gray 

leve l 

Stra in Area Position Direc - Frequency Strain 
tivit y l evel 

Diffu- Area Pos it ion Dire c - Diffu-
s i o n tivit y sion 
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Table 3 Example of knowledge about procedures 
defined as specialists' know-how 

(Additional information on segmenta
tion) 
o If the objects overlap after bina

rization, binarize them again after 
calculating the overlap distance. 

o If the objective image is low gray 
level, correct a gray level before 
binarization. 

o If the objective image contains any 
noise, eliminate the noise before 
binarization or grey level correc
tion. 

(3) Knowledge about image process algorithms 

It is expected that, in image processing, 
the specialist's know-how the attribute 
changes according to the process performed, 
which process routine should be used and how 
it should be applied. In other words, he has: 

o Knowledge about effects! side-effects of 
image processing algorithms 

o Knowledge about how to use software modules. 

Examples are given in Table 4. 

Table 4 Knowledge about effects! side-effects 
of image processing algorithms 

(Binarization algorithm) 

o When binarization is 
level in other than 
area equals O. 

made, 
the 

the grey 
objective 

o When binarization is made, the grey 
level in the objective area equals 1. 
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3. APPLIED KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING 

The specialist continues t o perform image 
processing according to the knowledge mention
ed in the preceding, and tries to apply the 
knowledge engineering to this process. 

3 .1 System Concept 

To study the image processing knowledge 
application effectiveness, it is necessary to 
form the image process execution part charac
teristics (the knowledge effectiveness will be 
clarified only by execution of the image proc
essing). The requirement is given by the user 
(for example, "Segmentation of the object from 
the original image"). The image processing 
expert system consists of the consultation 
section to infer the procedure " the execution 
parameter input section and the image proces
sing execution section (Fig. 3). 

3.2 Knowledge Representation 

The structure suitable for inference is 
analyzed according t o the knowledge anal ysis. 
Knowledge about the image processing procedure 
and knowledge about image attributes are de
scribed in detail below. 

(1) Knowledge about image processing proce
dures 

The knowledge structure 1S divided into 
the following categories: 

(a) For process A, perform processes b , 
c, d , or e, f, g, Meta-
inference 

(b) When the b
L 

process is executed, the 
image attr1bute changes (greatly, 
moderately, or a little) and the 

Fig. 3 Image Processing Expert 
System Comce pt 

Requirements 

Image Attributes 

Processing 
Procedure 
Knowledge 

Algorithms 
Knowledge 

Gtnd 

Software 
Modules 

Image Processing 
Execu t ion Section 

Knowled~e Ac~uisition 
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attribute changes (greatly moder
ately, or a little ) . 

Effects on the process image at
tribute 
(effects / side-effects) 

(c) Process B should be performed prior 
to process C. 

Relationship between before and 
after processing 

The knowledge structure can be described 
using the hierarchical structure shown in 
Fig. 4. 

The relationship on level 3 in Fig. 4 is 
not strictly fixed, and an optimum processing 
combination is available depending on the 
image attribute. Knowledge about (b) and (c) 
gffects this knowledge. 

I t seems 
t ematic, it 
co rrespond 
r el ated to 

tha t thi s knowledge is not sys
is stored in fragments, and may 

with, be inferred from, or be 
the image attribute when the 

knowledge is used. 
Fig . 4 Knowled~e Structure 

Level 1 L,Cl/ A. Ser,t!1entat ion 

(Example ) 

, , 

?/' \ ., ~. 
'''.,,!~ , 

!;. \ I " , 

B. Binarizat iun 

R~la tio nship between 
befo re-and 
after-processin g / \ I \ \ ,,_ 

" \ I \ \ 
/ I \ \ 

I \ I . o~ lrnJ.ge a ttr ibute 
L"v"t 3 , I c.'-.... "ff"ct " I \: S"::'\..c- , ,'---------' 

I \ \ \ \ " 

rn!rn»~ 

Level 4 

: " , 
I 
I 
I 

bl 
b2 
b3 

His t op. r am 
Threshhold selec ti on 
Binarizat ion 

b3l : Si n~le t hre sholding 
b)2: Doubl~ t hresholdinp, 

When the structure is clarified, knowledge 
e nginee ring is a co nsiderati on. 

i) Knowl edge ambi guity 
Becaus e the image attribute cr iteri on 
described later r e main s qualitative, t he 
ambiguity is ve r y hi gh. Howeve r, it is 
no t necessa r y t o make the process proce
dure ambiguous beca use of necessa r y con
nec ti ons with the algorithm. 

ii) Knowledge hierarchy 
The knowledge has a hierarchy. 

iii) Modularity 
The knowledge on level 3 or bel ow is 
fragmentary and modular. 

iv) Relationship between fact and rule 
The processing makes the image attribute 
change successively . 

This shows that the image process ne eds 
rule base more than fact . 

Based on the above, image processin g 
procedure knowledge is listed below, using the 
production rule (Fig. 5). 

In this system, knowledge data parts and 
parts are separeted 
engine part s ( programmed 

the rule below (Fig . 5). 

inference engine 
individually. Thus, 
by PROLOG) interpret 

Fig. 5 

Rule 1>:0 . 

Image processing procedure 
knowledge exampl e 

rule 21 
Process reques t par t: Binary image back~ ro und 

elimination 
Condition part 

Exe cution part 

IF 
The gr ay level of the 
back~ round and t he 
object are similar , 
and t he backg r ound i s 
lar ge r t ha n t he object 

THE!' 
Perfo rm labelin g 
opera t ions an d then 
a rea- cutting 
operations 

Effect pa rt The background 
disappears 

Process result image: Lab~l imag ~ 

(2) Image attribute knowl edge 

The structure and repres e nt a ti on for the 
image attribute are g iven in Fig. 6. The image 

Fi g . 6 

Noise frame 
Fea tures 

Shape 
Color 
Size 
Uniformit y: 

Range 
Shape 
Color 
Size 

Effec t s 
Visibility: 
Supp l ement: 

Represent3tio n example of 
image attr ibute 

Circ le , point, lin e and band 
Monochrome 
Minute and small 
Yes o r no 

Optional 
Optional 
Op tional 

Hard t o see 
If the density i s hi~h. this 
de nsity will affect op tional 
process ing. 
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attribute and its evaluation are formed ac
cording to the frame . Each frame is generated 
at each process level according to the process 
execution. Necessary information is inherited 
from the high- leve 1 concept to the low- leve I 
concept between att r ibutes. 

3.3 Inference Structure 

The inference mechanism to select the 
software module makes undeterministic infer
ences, employing a so-called forward inference 
method, in which the inference is made under 
an assumption that "if the given image attri
bute is a, b, c, ---, perform processes A, B, 
and COl. 

This mechanism is shown in Fig. 7. 

Levels 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 7 correspond to 
the processing procedure knowledge levels 2, 3 
and 4 given 1n 3.2 (1), respectively. 

Band C in Fig. 7 are metaknowledge. The 
inference 1S made by the optimum inference 
procedure image process fact list update, 
under unification of the fact list containing 
the current image attribute with the condition 
rule for the procedure knowledge. 

Fig. 7 

Level 2 

Rule 21 

Rule 22 Rule 23 
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image processing, about one hour is required 
to perform the steps from the introductory 
explanation to processing. On the other hand, 
achievement of a target image depends on the 
module functions and setting of optimal param
eter values for module execution. Module func
tions are the subject of image processing 
technology, which should be further improved. 
For setting parameter values, since the appli
cation fie Id is limited, the necessary values 
can be set at a very high probability. 

As described preceding, at present, the 
operator's load in the derivation of image 
processing procedures is markedly decreased. 

s. PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED 

The expert image processing system still 
has the following problems: 

i) The system is not adapted for expression 
of an ambiguous image 

ii) Action for objects, whos e 
processing technique has not 
established, is difficult. 

Inference Process 

FACT LIST 
Procedure rule condition 

(process B condition rule) I 
mage 

image 
been 

Level 3 
Rule selection 

<: 
·Rule 21: 
·Rule 22: 
.Rule 23: 

<: C> • 

1 
attribute 

Unificatio nl· 
n2: 

(Process b condition rule) 

Rule selection ·Rule 32: ~ 
·Rule 31:) ~ 

< Unification 
Level 4 

4. EFFECTS 

Image 
roces 

At present, the image processing ex pe rt 
system is considered a system wh ose applica
tion field is limited. To date, the system 
has be e n verified with approxi mat e ly 300 rul es 
and approximately 70 software modules . When 
processing 1S performed by a non-expert 1n 

·Rule 33: 

Addition/modification 

As described in 3.2 (2) concerning image 
attribute, definition problem (i) invol ves 
much ambiguity. As one image processing tech
nique, an image quantitization technique, such 
as histogram analysis, profile analysis or 
label processing, can be used. 
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By quantitization using these techniques, 
it will become possible to reduce the portions 
left to the intuition of the user. Also to be 
studied is the Fuzzy theory in the expression 
method for information which is difficult to 
quantitize. 

Though . the system using the algorithm 
whose image processing technique has mostly 
bee n established is now being studied, it will 
be possible for expert researchers to develop 
a new algori thm on the basis of the existing 
algorithm. 

When an unestablished algorithm is re
quired, problem (ii) should be solved to 
assume and furnish conceptual processing for 
the user on the basis of the image attribute 
and procedure knowledge, thereb y an assisting 
system for new algorithm development lS re
quired. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Up unti l now , whe n image processing t ec h
nology has been app 1 ied to ot her fie lds, it 
has been necessary for the r esea rcher in a 
particular field to start at the beginning, 
limiting technical application. 

However, through research and development 
o n the image processing expert system, the 
authors found a clue to the image processing 
technology applicati on to a wider range of 
fields by applying knowledge engineering. 
Thus, it is considered that image processing 
tec hno logy can be made e asi e r to use by apply
ing knowledge engineering. 
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